
Leadership & Your Dog – Week 2

Getting the best results

Calm and clear direction

Respecting feelings – stand in 
FRONT of your dog if necessary

Understanding how to read your 
dog (Calming Signals)

Avoid

Leash “pops”

Intimidation

Pushing / tapping / etc

Why the difference? Aversive 
actions make it more stressful 

increase reactivity



Getting the attention you need –
Week 2

Concepts for marker 
training
- Luring
- Capturing
- Shaping

Calming Signals:
- http://en.turid-

rugaas.no/calming-
signals---the-art-of-
survival.html

Check ins 
Mobile 
and 
stationary

A Good Sit



Week 2 –
What do I do 

if…?

 Quick scatter feeding

Use this if a trigger is going to pass by and you need 
to distract your dog

 Turn and walk the other way

 Use this if a trigger cannot be avoided and it is 
too strong for your dog to handle right now



Week 3: Training a reactive dog SHOULD NOT LOOK LIKE 

you’re training a reactive dog!

By the time your dog goes over threshold there is not much you can do to turn it into a 
positive learning experience.

Do:

 Plan ahead

 Set up situations for your dog to succeed in

 Help him or her establish a calm and happy response

 Learn from mistakes and set up situations better the next time



Pattern Games

 SCATTER

 1-2-3

 Ping-Pong

Goals of pattern games:

 Return to “normal”, equilibrium

 Deals with unexpected stimulus

 Normalize changes in the environment



Week 3: Look 
at That!
Desensitization to triggers and 
distractions 

The goal is: keeping the reaction 
limited to “calming signals”



Week 3: Look at THAT!

 “Looking at” the 
trigger with a 
positive 
interaction = 
trigger means 
positive things

 However, for 
now, go slowly! 
We can go 
faster later on IF 
we go slow now



Week 4: 
Triggers



Week 4: Engage/Disengage

 “Engage / Disengage”

 Engage = “Look at THAT!”, Disengage = 
willingly looking away from a distraction or 
a trigger

 Works to change your dog’s opinion about 
their triggers and teach them to dismiss 
them ON THEIR OWN.

 Opinions change over time and with 
exposure

 Practice “Engage/Look at THAT!” and 
“Disengage” separately at first, for 2-3 
sessions



Week 4: Disengage

 For “Look at that!” we:

 Direct the dog where to look

 Reward the dog for looking at the 
target

 For disengage we:

 Wait for the dog to re-engage with us

 Reward the dog for the CHOICE to look 
back at us

Reminder: try to avoid TRIGGER STACKING!



Week 5: 
Shifting 
Perspective



Week 5: Review getting your dog to 
“Disengage”

Having a way for 
your dog to 
disengage is key, 
even if it means 
that you have to
gently intervene. 

 “Look at that!” while moving backwards < PRACTICE

 **Quick short steps backward to get your dog’s attention**

 Light pressure on the leash

 **very light**

 Reward dog turning to pressure



Week 5: Defensive Driving

 U-Turn

 Keep the dog close to you

 Put a treat in front of their nose

 Turn with them in a 180* turn, keeping the 
dog on the inside of the turn.

 Keeps the dog from head-to-head 
encounters (avoidance)

 “Arc-By” or “Wide Berth”

 Keep the dog close to you and on the side 
away from the trigger (preferable)

 Make an arc by moving at a 30*-45* angle, 
walking past the trigger

 Keeps the dog’s attention on you by 
directing their path

 Turn to Front

 Competition sit

 Helps get attention

 Can redirect the dog to you

 Use with quick, short steps to keep the 
dog’s attention

REMINDER: use the GOOD TREATS!

- hotdogs, meatballs, etc. 



Week 5: Defensive Handling 
Maneuvers



Week 6: 
Reducing 
Triggers



Week 6: What to do before a 
walk/training

 BEFORE A WALK:

 Sniffing / “nosework” – finding food

 Snuffle mat

 Bathmat

 Hide the food in a room and let the dog 
come in

 Do some training, get the dog into their 
“thinking brain”

 Play – tug, “personal” - fetch

 DURING A WALK:

You encounter a trigger and have to
confront it:

1. Get your dog to a safe place

2. Start training – always easy 
commands, sit, down, stay, paw, 
watch me

3. Looking for them to stop being 
hypervigilant

4. Sniff walk – walk where the dog wants, 
“check their pee mail”



Week 6: Strategic Exposure & Review

 “Competition” Heel

 Dog heels close to you

 Allows you to relax knowing they are close

 Allows dog to relax into the walk

 Touch

 Dog touches nose to your hand, where 
directed

 Helps get attention

 Reward the dog for attention and 
responding to command

 Tactile tugs

 Very short, gentle

 Helps get attention

 Reward the dog for turning to you and 
responding to leash pressure



When is my 
dog ready 
to drop the 
treats?

Short answer: When your dog is not 
reacting to their triggers.

Two strategies for “the bark-and-
treat-bark”-
• Delay the time between the click and the 

treat, starting briefly and then adding on a 
couple of seconds

• Do 2 behaviors – pair a “trigger behavior” 
(Look at that, waiting for them to disengage, 
etc.) with another incompatible, moving 
behavior (sit, paw, some command where the 
dog must initiate an action)
• Start “Chaining” behaviors together – add 

additional behaviors



HEEL

 First, anytime the dog is in a “loose heel” 
position

 Practice without a leash

 Then, let the dog drag a leash

 Then, practice picking the leash up (these two 
steps go quickly)

 Then, practice outside, holding the leash in a 
familiar area

 Then practice in a walking area low distractions 
moving to eventual high distraction

 These are all done in a “loose heel” position

 Then, you are going to start refining your 
criteria

 What gets a treat? Only when the dog is in a 
closer heel position

 What gets a treat after that? Only when the 
dog’s head happens in the right position


